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THE NEW MOTOREX NEXUS FE SAE 5W/30.
Reduce fuel costs, CO2 emissions and maintenance costs. Our latest low-lubricity motor oil
improves fuel efficiency and decreases CO2 emissions by lowering friction resistance. What’s
more, it reduces maintenance and repair costs by offering maximum protection against wear.
Find out more about how MOTOREX can help you save in three ways at: www.motorex.com
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customers – with their heads, hands, hearts, and the right products. You’ll
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Everyone who works at MOTOREX is committed to creating benefits for
also find this mindset among TCS patrols. These “helpers in yellow” come to

TCS patrol: Assistance on call

the aid of motorists in all sorts of disagreeable situations some 300,000
times a year. Find out more about them in the report in this issue.
MOTOREX is truly committed to generating benefits for customers not only
in Switzerland, but in 75 countries around the world. In an age when multinational lubricant manufacturers have lost interest in the so-called “small
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markets” such as Switzerland and Austria, MOTOREX’s skills are much in

Up and away with Winn Marketing Sweden

for example. Today our subsidiary MOTOREX GmbH Austria serves custom-
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demand. Our company first entered the Austrian market over 30 years ago,
ers from all lubricant application segments with the aid of four professional

Filling with maximum flexibility

distributors for specific market segments. And new partners from a wide
range of specialist fields have joined them. One of the best known is certainly
KTM, with which MOTOREX has a global partnership stretching back more
than 10 years.
Whether you’re building a tunnel, in a workshop or making watches, you can
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be sure that everyone at MOTOREX is committed to bringing you genuine

Guardian angel for watches

expert advice and friendly business behavior with a human face.
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Fast shifting: ATF at Berne’s Fire Department

Yours sincerely,

Edi Fischer, Chairman of Management
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benefits at all times with a range of quality products, unstinting dedication,
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MOTOREX IN THE
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NEWS
MOTOREX: BEST BRAND
FOR THE 3RD TIME
For the third time, readers of Swiss
motoring magazine Auto Illustrierte
have voted MOTOREX best brand in
the lubricants category. MOTOREX is
delighted about this award, not least
because Auto Illustrierte readers are
our end consumers, in other words
our customers’ customers. Thank you
for choosing us!

MOTOREX
COOLANT M4.13
CONCENTRATE
As modern aluminum engines
become ever more powerful, their
engine blocks are becoming ever
lighter. New MOTOREX COOLANT
M4.13 provides outstanding pro
tection against freezing, oxidation
and overheating for all modern
engines, especially aluminum engines
subjected to heavy loads. The new
formula takes advantage of an innovative inhibitor packet with Si-OAT
technology (silicate components).
COOLANT M4.13 is free of nitrites,
phosphates and amines and is an
excellent heat conductor. The coolant
is delivered as a concentrate and
should be mixed with water in the
recommended proportions (for antifreeze performance from –20 to
–38 °C). Perfect for all Audi, VW,
Škoda and Seat vehicles that require
the VW TL 774-J (G13) standard.

JASO MA2-CERTIFIED:
BOXER 4T AND TOP SPEED 4T
A double dose of news for the start of the motorbike season: MOTOREX has
improved its popular BOXER 4T and TOP SPEED 4T four-stroke engine oils
and now offers both products in the new SAE 5W/40 viscosity. Both are also
now officially JASO MA2-certified, covering the entire performance spectrum for wet-clutch engines. This guarantees smooth gear meshing and fast
shifting in any situation. BOXER 4T SAE 5W/40 is the ideal choice for the
new water/oil-cooled boxer generation. TOP SPEED 4T SAE 5W/40 is likewise
available just in time for the start of the season. Both lubricants meet leading manufacturers’ strict specifications.

MOTOREX CS-CLEANER
Spindle cooling systems are exposed to high thermal
loads. Thorough cleaning of the system with new
biocide-free CS-CLEANER is recommended every time
the spindle coolant is changed (either during
maintenance or when switching to a MOTOREX
product). Its innovative additive technology
effectively removes residual dirt and other
contaminants. Biocide-free MOTOREX
CS-CLEANER creates the perfect
environment for a smoothly
functioning spindle cooling
system and high process reliability.
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MOTOR OIL NEWS IN GENEVA
MOTOREX showcased four brand-new passenger car motor oils for gasoline and
diesel engines at the 84th International Motor Show in Geneva. The CAR LINE
products CONCEPT F-EB SAE 5W/20, CONCEPT E-XL SAE 0W/20 and PROFILE M-XL
SAE 5W/40 are newly-developed formulas covering the latest manufacturers’
approvals for specific makes (see individual descriptions below). In addition,
MOTOREX TOPAZ SAE 5W/30 replaces PROFILE O-XL as an exceptional product
for older engine generations (without exhaust gas treatment systems). Your
regional representative will be glad to recommend the right engine oil for you.

CONCEPT F-EB SAE 5W/20
High-performance low-lubricity motor
oil developed especially for Ford
EcoBoost® engines. For exceptional
fuel economy.
ACEA A1/B1
API SN
FORD WSS-M2C948-B
CONCEPT E-XL SAE 0W/20
High-performance low-lubricity
motor oil for gasoline vehicles
with the latest engine technology.
Selected base fluids combined
with additives developed exclusively
for this formula guarantee
outstanding fuel economy and
CO2 emissions values.
API SN
ILSAC GF-5
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TOPAZ SAE 5W/30
High-performance multigrade motor
oil with a broad range of applications.
Suitable for gasoline and diesel
engines that require an ACEA A3/B4
standard and SAE 5W/30 viscosity.
ACEA A3/B4
API SL
MB-Approval 229.5
VW 502 00/ 505 00
RENAULT RN0700/RN0710
Safety + Performance:
GM-LL-A-025/ GM-LL-B-025
FIAT 9.55535-G1

ALPINE COREX
POLAR S 320
MOTOREX has expanded its special-
purpose ALPINE LINE hydraulic
oil range by adding ALPINE COREX
POLAR S 320. This product replaces
the current ALPINE POLAR/HOTZ
HYLR-OLYT HY 310. The new ALPINE
COREX POLAR S 320 was developed
in conjunction with renowned cableway
manufacturers and is mainly used in
track rope brakes for aerial tramways.
We’ll be happy to help with any
questions you may have regarding the
lubrication of alpine infrastructure.

MOTOREX

2014 RACING
SEASON
The 2014 racing season promises
many new outstanding perfor
mances from MOTOREX racers
around the world. An impressive
list of teams and racers preparing
to battle for fame and honor this
season on MOTOREX’s behalf can
be found at www.motorex.com/
racing. Have a look and catch the
fever!

PROFILE M-XL SAE 5W/40
High-tech latest-generation motor oil.
Specially suited for Mercedes-Benz
gasoline and diesel engines. Meets the
Daimler Group’s strictest requirements.
ACEA A3/B4
MB-Approval 229.5
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WHAT’S NEW

Boring a blast pattern of 115 or so holes in solid rock demands every bit of a drill jumbo’s power. MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HEES
hydraulic fluid transmits the immense forces in the hydraulic system.

TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION:

EVER ONWARD

Road and rail tunnels are key elements of an efficient transport infrastructure in
the alpine countries. The BLS rail company is currently constructing a new, two-track
tunnel on the line between Berne and Neuchâtel. Specialized tunnel builders are
applying their knowledge and skill, and MOTOREX is contributing to the success of
the project with a comprehensive assortment of lubricants.
A winding section of the BLS rail line between Ross-

tion site, tunnel driving is governed by strict safety

häusern and Mauss in Switzerland is a bottleneck on

precautions.

the Berne – Neuchâtel route. Construction of the new,
two-track, two-kilometer Rosshäusern Tunnel will elim-

DRILL, CHARGE AND DETONATE

inate this bottleneck.

Some 180,000 cubic meters of rock – enough to fill 5000
open railway wagons – will be carved out of the tunnel

EXTREME LOADS

by the time it is completed in 2016. The tunnel driving

Building a tunnel tests man and machine to the ut-

process at Rosshäusern is based on a carefully devised

most. Underground work is grueling, demanding full

work cycle:

physical and mental engagement from the tunnel

1. Drill and fill a pipe roof (29 pipes, 16 meters long) in

builders. The ARGE Tunnel Rosshäusern team consists
of 48 professionals in a range of specialties. Work during the week is carried out in shifts, with three shifts

the crown (approximately 115 two-meter holes),

of tunnel driving teams taking turns. A conventional

charge them with liquid explosive and detonate.

process is used to drive the tunnel through the mostly

3. Now comes “mucking”, which in tunnel builders’

marly sandstone. Like all processes on the construc-
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the tunnel’s ridge area to “support” the driving zone.
2. Drill blasting patterns using a drill jumbo in

jargon means removing the blast debris to a

The pipe roof boring machine is filled with highly proven,
rapidly biodegradable OEKOSYNT HEES 46 hydraulic fluid.

Diagram: BLS

The pneumatic jackhammer requires regular inspection. It is lubricated through
the compressed air lines with MOTOREX ROTAC 100.

to protecting the environment: wastewater is collected
and pre-treated, environmentally friendly materials are

Crown

generally employed and rapidly biodegradable lubricants are used wherever possible.

Stope

Floor

dumping ground. Meanwhile the tunnel crown is

LUBRICANTS FOR TUNNEL CONSTRUCTION
Motor oils
Transmission fluids
OEKOSYNT HEES hydraulic oil
Compressor oil
Jackhammer oil
Bio concrete release agent
Technical greases
Hammer bit release agent
Cleaners
Sprays

cut to shape (see drawing).
4. The next step is installing the support structures.

MOTOREX LUBRICANTS

First a canopy of steel fiber-reinforced shotcrete

With its exceptionally diverse range of products, MOTO-

is applied, then HEB arches and backfill mesh are

REX ably covers every need of the many and varied vehi-

installed. Finally the arches are backfilled with

cles and machinery at ARGE Tunnel Rosshäusern. The

concrete.

three most important reasons for choosing MOTOREX
were the environmental safety of many products, per-

ENGINEERING UNDER STRESS

formance potential in extreme conditions, and guaran-

Many machines and vehicles developed especially for

teed service from MOTOREX specialists at all times.

tunnel construction are in operation round-the-clock at

Since the tunnel construction equipment sees round-

the site. Whether we’re talking about a pipe roof boring

the-clock use, a special workshop for repairs and main-

machine, drill jumbo, wheel loader, excavator, dumper,

tenance was set up on-site. Certain lubrication tasks are

truck, off-road vehicle or staff minibus, heavy-duty ser

often carried out at shift changes and according to a lu-

vice takes its toll on all of these valuable helpers. That’s

brication plan that follows the manufacturer’s require-

why it’s so important to be meticulous about mainte-

ments. Miners know all too well that nothing moves

nance and use proven lubricants, says experienced ARGE

on a construction site of these dimensions without

repair shop boss Walter Bühler. Special attention is given

machine power. •
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MOTOR OIL

Strong: MOTOREX ALPINE EXTREME SAE 5W/30 guarantees full performance in any situation, and helps to measurably
reduce operating costs and CO2 emissions.

ALPINE EXTREME SAE 5W/30:

ECONOMICAL AND POWERFUL
MOTOREX ALPINE EXTREME SAE 5W/30 combines maximum fuel efficiency with
top performance. Tailored for the extreme conditions of mountain environments,
this innovative low-lubricity motor oil measurably reduces fuel costs, CO2 emissions and,
thanks to its superior protection against wear, maintenance costs.
With winter over, it’s not only time for the annual equip-

huge efforts to optimize all the factors that affect con-

ment overhaul – operators analyze the year from a busi-

sumption. Using MOTOREX ALPINE EXTREME, fuel econ

ness management perspective too. Fuel consumption is a

omy motor oil can reduce fuel consumption by up to 3%.

key cost element that is dependent on various technical

And that pays off in cold, hard cash.

and weather-related factors. Many winter sports resorts
are looking to the latest generation of v
 ehicles and ma-

Let’s say we have five snow grooming vehicles running

chines. New technologies improve fuel efficiency and

a total of 5,000 hours per season and consuming an aver-

lower emissions.

age of 30 liters of diesel fuel per hour. If we can save 3%
out of a total consumption of 150,000 liters of fuel, that

New technologies improve
fuel efficiency and lower emissions.

adds up to savings of 4,500 liters of diesel fuel per season.
Multiply that by the current price per liter and we can
put an exact figure to the savings. So in this example we
can save around Euro 6,300 just by choosing the right

8

FOCUS ON CONSUMPTION

motor oil! And on the emissions side we also save 11,790

Manufacturers and operators alike are currently making

kilograms of CO2.

MULTITALENTED
Synthetic low-SAPS ALPINE EXTREME motor oil is produced in the trailblazing SAE 5W/30 low-lubricity viscosity. It is one of the first
motor oils to meet both the ACEA E6 and API CJ-4 specifications, making it possible to use the same motor oil for engines from MercedesBenz, Cummins, Caterpillar, MAN, etc. in snow groomers and other machines (observe manufacturers’ specifications). This also simplifies
inventories and enhances efficiency. ALPINE EXTREME SAE 5W/30’s very wide range of applications ensures that several generations of
engines can profit from its benefits.

Snow groomers in
Switzerland and Austria are
already saving fuel with
ALPINE EXTREME.

Modern exhaust gas
treatment systems require
a low-SAPS motor oil.

Many winter sport
resorts have
all-purpose
excavators in their
equipment fleets.
Photo: Honda Motor Europe Ltd.

After a snowfall,
transporters earn
their keep as
equipment carriers.

SAE 5W/30
low-lubricity
viscosity simplifies
cold-starting.

EURO

POTENTIAL SAVINGS FOR ONE SNOW GROOMER
IN EURO AND KG CO2 PER SEASON
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Savings:
1,260 Euro
and
2,358 kg CO2
Savings:
840 Euro
and
1,572 kg CO2

FORWARD-LOOKING
Economical, low-emission snow groomers are already
in service in many places. Keeping them operating economically in the long term takes a low-SAPS motor oil –
one with a very low content of sulfate ash, phosphorus
and sulfur. MOTOREX ALPINE EXTREME SAE 5W/30 already uses the latest ash-free additive technology. Further
benefits include:

Savings:
420 Euro
and
786 kg CO2
1%

Handy snow blowers are
popular helpers, especially
at mountain peaks.

• Extremely versatile/EURO-6 compatible
• Suitable for all exhaust gas treatment systems
• Measurably reduces fuel consumption and
2%
Fuel savings

3%

Machine type: e.g. Kässbohrer 600W or Prinoth Everest

lowers CO2 emissions
• Penetrates the engine extremely quickly
• Provides outstanding protection against wear

Service hours per season: 1,000 hours
Average consumption per hour: 30 liters of diesel fuel

Your regional representative will be glad to answer any

Average price of 1 l diesel: 1.40 Euro

questions about ALPINE EXTREME SAE 5W/30 for your

Total fuel cost per season: 42,000 Euro

vehicle and equipment pool. •
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REPORT

Switzerland knows it can depend on roadside assistance from TCS patrols at any time of the day or night. The service
is called out over 300,000 times a year. Maintaining this pace means keeping everything in the background running
like the proverbial well-oiled machine.

TCS PATROL:

ASSISTANCE ON CALL
Anyone who travels Swiss roads knows the TCS’s distinctive breakdown
assistance vehicles well. These helpful patrols respond to an average
of 300,000 call-outs a year. To keep up, they need sharp senses and flawless
organization in the background …

10

When 205 cyclists gathered in Geneva in 1896 to found

OBJECTIVE: GET BACK UNDER WAY

the Touring Club Switzerland and encourage cycle tour-

What TCS is not and can never be is a competitor to com-

ing, mobility by automobile was little more than a vision.

mercial repair shops. Instead, the TCS roadside assistance

And the TCS, today Switzerland’s biggest motoring club

service is geared entirely to one goal: to get members

with some 1.6 million members, was little-known. Now-

back on their way. This ambitious goal is achieved in 86%

adays the intricately structured not-for-profit organiza-

of all cases because the causes of a breakdown are often

tion provides a wide range of services for the far-ranging

minor. Anyone who has experienced the relief of getting

interests of its members.

back on the road to Rimini with the whole family aboard

“Touring Club Switzerland, Nina Meister speaking” –
call center staff in Schönbühl take between 80 and 100 calls
a day.

Vehicles are converted and fitted out for breakdown service
at the central workshop in Emmen/Lucerne.

State-of-the-art communication systems are the key to a quick,
highly efficient response.

and a trunk full of holiday luggage after having a faulty

but each call-out still has an individual component”,

fuel pump relay or ignition cable that has been gnawed

notes Michael Flury, Head of the Vehicle Assistance

by martens replaced will swear by the number one name

Center. After a call is received, a dispatcher assigns the

in roadside assistance. If all efforts to get a vehicle run-

call-out to the nearest available patrol car.

ning again are in vain, the TCS will tow or carry it to the
nearest garage or dealership.

ALWAYS READY (TO HELP)
TCS roadside assistance is available 24 hours a day, 365

TCS roadside assistance is available
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

days a year. When a member dials 0800 140 140 after a
breakdown, accident or even theft, what happens next

STAYING CONNECTED ON THE ROAD

is like the pickup note in a performance by a perfectly

The TCS has 620 responders, including 220 TCS employees

rehearsed orchestra of many hundreds of musicians.

and a further 400 on call with contracted partner garages.

Whether in German, French, Italian or English, TCS call

Using a sophisticated deployment map that has been

center staff use a structured routine to take the call,

continually updated over the years to ensure it is state

always being sure to let the caller know that responders

of the art, all the information responders need for a call-

are eager to help and on the way. Their competence

out is sent directly to their Toughbook (laptop/tablet).

often has a soothing effect on people in a disagreeable

The Toughbook is constantly connected to the control

situation. In an average year, the center receives over

center and is the key to a rapid and successful response.

500,000 calls. “Obviously, there are a lot of similar cases,

The robust device displays the following information:
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REPORT CONTINUED

Fluid levels are checked at the end of every service call-out.
One-third of all cars in Switzerland are low on oil!

• Navigation data (route to the call-out site)

Along with gasoline and diesel fuel, every responder also
carries a compact assortment of suitable lubricants.

at the site of an incident can be tense. But with their

• Key call-out data (breakdown, accident, theft)

structured, purposeful approach, TCS responders cur-

• Information on the vehicle and member

rently repair 86 out of every 100 breakdowns. And that

• Additional info as necessary, parts needed such

in turn quickly helps calm things down.

as spare tires, etc.
• Internet connection

MOBILE MINI REPAIR SHOPS
All TCS patrol vehicles carry identical equipment. They

The helpers in yellow’s equipment includes
good people skills and steady nerves.

have all the proven materials needed to deal with breakdowns and accidents, including tools and a basic store
of spare parts and consumables (gasoline, diesel fuel,
lubricants, coolant, etc.). The kit includes meter-long

Once at the incident site, the responder can look up addi-

metal rods that, adroitly handled, can open the door to a

tional information such as vehicle technical data on the

car with the keys locked inside. Once it was Opel Omega

TCS intranet and use the device to perform functions

station wagons, today more and more Chevrolet Captiva

such as vehicle diagnostics. For example, if the vehicle

4x4s are joining the fleet of Peugeot 807 vans. There are

is significantly low on oil, the responder can use the

120 of them on the roads. Under the supervision of Fleet

MOTOREX Oilfinder to find the right product for the

Management & Logistics Head René Köchli, the patrol

vehicle and manufacturer’s specifications.

vehicles are prepared at the TCS facility in Emmen for
an average of eight years of service. Here they are made

TRULY MULTITALENTED

ready for their yellow paintjob, equipped with a special-

TCS responders are famous for their many talents. Every

ly designed organizing system, furnished with addition-

TCS responder is a trained auto mechanic, electrician

al electrical and electronic equipment and adorned with

and/or diagnostician. Responders undergo a compre-

uniform lettering. Maintenance and major repairs to

hensive training program specially developed by the

the patrol vehicles are also performed in Emmen. When

TCS covering a range of subjects such as first

it comes to lubricants for an average of 250,000 to

aid, dealing with people in breakdown or

300,000 kilometers of heavy-duty service, the TCS relies

accident situations, technological innovation,

on MOTOREX. Each patrol vehicle’s supply kit includes a

etc. The helpers in yellow are also expected to

compact, versatile assortment of appropriate engine

have steady nerves and good people skills. The mood

12

oils, ATFs, coolants, etc.

When the wrong fuel is pumped in, the entire fuel system
has to be emptied and the gasoline-diesel mixture properly
disposed of to protect the environment.

If a vehicle cannot continue its journey, it is taken for repairs to the nearest
garage or dealership.

GREATEST BREAKDOWN HITS

ALTERNATIVE DRIVE SYSTEMS

Although car makers are constantly improving the

Although electric vehicles are becoming more common

quality and technology of their vehicles, TCS respond-

on Swiss roads, they’re not immune to breakdowns

ers still have their hands full. Most breakdowns occur

either. This is increasing the challenges facing the TCS

during the summer and winter holiday months. While

patrol teams’ know-how and equipment. Following

mechanical breakdowns such as clutch or gearbox

proper safety precautions is a must, especially on vehi-

problems are becoming ever fewer, the number of

cles with high-voltage systems, some of which can

calls due to electrical system faults is continually

pack over 600 volts. To keep up with the e-mobility

growing. Nearly 60 % of breakdowns can be traced to

trend, TCS breakdown assistance is upping its capa

the electrical system. But the number one spot in the

bilities, working closely with manufacturers and other

“breakdown charts” is still held by an old favorite –

international automobile clubs. That way TCS patrols

battery problems.

can not only assist with broken down gas and hybrid
cars, but also electric vehicles.

Ignition system 9.9%

Fuel injection system 10.0%

10 MILLION KILOMETERS
Taken together, TCS breakdown responders travel over

Bodywork 7.5%

10 million kilometers a year (including haulage of vehicles by truck and repatriations). The need for an efficient

Engine 7.2%

roadside assistance program is clear. In topographically
Battery 31.7%

Wheels/
tires 6.9%

challenging Switzerland, the service is performed by
several different organizations. And during the time
you’ve been reading this article, any number of cars
have been jump-started, hooked up to a tow truck,

Fuel system 5.7%

Electric,
general 0.4%

unlocked without keys, had a spare tire installed, short

Starter motor 4.6%

Suspension 0.4%

to the skill of TCS responders. •

AC/climate control/
heater 4.2%

Exhaust system 1.5%
Brakes/ABS/ESP 1.9%

Alternator 4.1% Coupling/gearbox/drivetrain 4%
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circuit repaired or otherwise made roadworthy thanks

www.tcs.ch
0800 140 140
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EXPORT

Customers are impressed
with Winn Marketing’s wide
range of equipment and
innovative solutions, like this
PistenBully equipped with
a lifting platform.

UP AND AWAY WITH

WINN MARKETING SWEDEN

Whether it’s a PistenBully for preparing Swedish “løype” cross-country ski trails or
an ice resurfacer for bringing a Finnish hockey rink to a high polish, Winn Marketing
is an expert when it comes to specialized machines for its international clientele.
For 30 years, Winn Marketing AB, a family business in

A SUCCESSFUL STRATEGY

the north of Sweden, has seen to it that these heavy

Winn Marketing is an import-export company and has

specialty machines perform their tasks efficiently and

been the exclusive importer of PistenBully snow groom-

without breaking down, in Scandinavia as well as in

ers and Olympia and Icebear ice resurfacers since 1983.

selected European countries.

A staff of 14 make up the core of the distribution and
aftermarket firm at its headquarters in Umeå, Sweden.
To best serve its customers, Winn Marketing works with
several distribution and service partners in Sweden, Finland, Denmark, the Netherlands and Switzerland. These
relationships have been a key success factor in the company’s long-term win-win strategy.

PASSING THE TORCH
Winn Marketing was founded by Roger Strandberg and
Winn has been selling and maintaining snow groomers for 30 years.
Using MOTOREX guarantees safety and reliability.

14

Glenn Bergström, who remain the company’s sole
shareholders. Although both owners still work there,

New machines are prepared for delivery and used
equipment is overhauled at Winn Marketing’s workshop.

Icebear machines are used in many Swedish hockey stadiums
(the Globe Arena in Stockholm, Malmö Arena, etc.). Winn has already sold
over 200 units of the Icebear Electric model.

Company founders Glenn Bergström (center) and Roger
Strandberg (right) with second-generation CEO Joakim
Bergström (left).

The Mega E-Worker is advancing the electric revolution in the field of light
service vehicles.

the company recently experienced a generation shift at

tionship would be another genuine win-win situation

management level. Glenn Bergström handed over the

for everyone involved. Since many of our machines, in-

position of CEO to his son Joakim Bergström in 2011.

cluding the PistenBullys, depend on high-quality lubri-

Since then younger employees have also taken over other

cants”, he adds, “the only way for us to further improve

key roles in the company. These changes represent an

our range of services was with the right lubrication

important step in securing the company’s future.

technology supplier. What’s more, MOTOREX offers
quick technical advice and provided lubricant technolo-

QUALITY BRANDS

gy training right at the start of our partnership.”

In addition to PistenBully snow groomers and Olympia
and Icebear ice resurfacers, the company is also the

Its partnership with MOTOREX is a perfect e
 lement

exclusive importer of Aixam-Mega’s brand of electric

in Winn Marketing’s efforts to defend its leadership

and diesel vehicles and a dealer in Aebi Terratrac im-

position in the various markets it serves.

plement carriers from Switzerland. Since including

• www.winnmarketing.com

MOTOREX lubricants in its product range, Winn Marketing has had an economical way to meet all the
lubricant needs of the wide range of equipment the

FACTS AND FIGURES

company carries in compliance with all applicable

Company
Headquarters
Founded
Employees
Activities

manufacturers’ requirements.

WINNING WITH MOTOREX
“At Winn Marketing we’ve long worked only with leading, top-quality brands”, says Joakim Bergström. “After
our first meeting with MOTOREX representatives in
Sweden, we immediately got the feeling that this relaMOTOREX MAGAZINE 101

I APRIL 2014

Sales

Winn Marketing AB
Umeå, 700 km north of Stockholm, Sweden
1983
14 (plus various independent contractors)
Exclusive importer of heavy specialty equipment such
as snow groomers, ice resurfacers, implement carriers
and electric utility vehicles for Sweden and various
Scandinavian and European countries
EUR 10 million
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INSIDE

Feeding the empty bottle conveyor by hand
at the right moment takes a watchful eye.

Precisely calibrated mass flow meters guarantee
the same quantity of product in each bottle.

The cap with tamper-evident
screwed on to the prescribed

FILLING WITH MAX
Small unit numbers of a wide variety of packages and
containers demand maximum flexibility from
a production facility. By investing in a further highperformance filling line, MOTOREX is systematically
expanding its production capacity for small containers.

Maintaining flexible production capabilities in our own

less. Just the right number of containers, caps, labels and

plants is a fundamental principle of MOTOREX’s corpo-

boxes are prepared in accordance with the parts list in

rate philosophy. Once the actual production process is

the production process control system. The 15-meter

complete, the ready-to-fill fluids are taken either directly

filling line can then fill up to 2,000 one-liter bottles per

or from the warehouse to the small filling unit.

hour. It is equipped with four mass flow meters to ensure precise volumes during the filling process. A short,

The 15-meter filling line can fill up
to 2,000 one-liter bottles per hour.

easy-to-drain system of pipes reduces cleaning work
and cuts setup time to just 15 minutes.

A SECURE SEAL
Once filled, the containers are carried by conveyor roll-

16

FLEXIBLE FILLING

ers to the capping line. Caps are fed to the machine from

The new filling line can handle unit volumes from 150

a hopper. The machine places a screw cap with tam-

milliliters to 10 liters. At present, the line is set up to pro-

per-evident band onto each bottle container and screws

cess small containers with a capacity of five liters or

it closed to the prescribed torque. Samples of finished

band is automatically
torque.

A robotic labeling system applies labels
to the still unmarked bottles.

After visual inspection, the containers are packed
in cartons and palletized.

IMUM FLEXIBILITY

containers are taken from the filling line, precisely

A PERFECT INTERPLAY

weighed and inspected in accordance with a test plan.

The coordination of the small filling unit staff is reminiscent of a synchronized gymnastics team – always in the

SKILFUL LABELLING

right place at the right moment to keep the production

Next the still unmarked bottles move to the labeling station, which is specially laid out for a range of applications. Adhesive labels are applied individually and continuously from a roll to the front and back of each
container. Precise press rollers apply the labels so that
they are free of air bubbles. An inkjet printer also marks

Finally the boxes are stacked onto pallets
according to the production specifications
and handed off to logistics.

each bottle with the date and batch number. Next the
finished product moves to the sorting table, where nim-

process humming along without interruption. A deft

ble hands pack it into waiting boxes. Finally the boxes

hand movement here, a phone call to the forklift opera-

are stacked onto pallets according to the production

tor there. Both the quality and quantity of the result are

specifications and handed off to logistics.

compelling. •
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Photos: KIF Parechoc

INDUSTRY

KIF Parechoc uses MOTOREX machining fluids to produce two key assemblies for precision mechanical timepieces
in Switzerland’s “Watch Valley” in Le Sentier.

A GUARDIAN ANGEL FOR WATCHES
KIF Parechoc SA specializes in the development and production of precision parts
for the Swiss watchmaking industry. “Parechoc” is French for “shock absorber” –
an apt allusion to the company’s product, which provides impact protection for many
brands of highly sensitive mechanical watch movements.
The mechanical watch was invented in the 13th cen

of new ways of measuring time, which have had a

tury, although makers only started to use springs to

marked influence on watchmaking in the modern

store the driving force towards the middle of the 15

th

era. Spiral springs are a fixed part of mechanical

century. The latter development opened up a number

watch movements, driving the balance wheel, a precision-made metal ring mounted on an arbor that is
guided by pivots at each end. The spiral spring and
the mass of the wheel together make up an oscillating system.

AT THE “HEART” OF MANY WATCHES
KIF Parechoc was founded in 1944 and has been part
of the Acrotec Group since 2007. Some 120 people currently work at the company’s head office in the leading watchmaking center of Le Sentier in Switzerland’s
The choice of machining fluid has a direct impact on productivity and
tool service lives.

18

Vallée de Joux. As a conventional bar turning company
in the 20 mm and smaller range, KIF Parechoc has

Parts are measured using state-of-the-art equipment,
and the results are assessed by a quality control system.

The oil supply room contains not only lubricant storage tanks, but also
swarf spinners and machining fluid filtration systems.

drawn on its two main areas of expertise – index

1. It reduces friction, thereby improving the working

assemblies (in French, raquetterie) and shock absorb-

mechanism while at the same time reducing pivot

ers (antichoc) – to forge a reputation as a leading supplier to renowned watchmakers in Switzerland and

wear.
2. It protects against radial, axial or combined impacts.

abroad.

PART OF THE SOLUTION
THE INDEX ASSEMBLY

In their search for the best lubrication solution, KIF

The combination of balance

Parechoc struck gold. The choice was easy thanks to

wheel and spring make up a

MOTOREX’s close working relationship with Tornos,

single unit, the index assem-

and some 50 of the company’s machines were filled

bly. The ring-shaped balance

with MOTOREX ORTHO TX 15. This cutting oil contains

serves as an oscillator.

no chlorine or heavy metals and meets even the strictest

Supported by the balance

requirements, guaranteeing outstanding results even in

shaft and driven by

extremely challenging machining processes involving

the spring, the balance

a wide range of materials. MOTOREX ORTHO TX’s uni-

oscillates according to a set

versal versatility enhances production flexibility, and

moment of inertia. The watchmaker

its performance characteristics extend tool life.

the mechanical watch movement’s accuracy.

THE SHOCK ABSORBER
Not surprisingly, the index assembly – the “heart of the
watch” – is highly sensitive to movement, so it is crucial
to protect this complex regulating mechanism against
impacts. To understand its sensitivity, you need to visualize
its dimensions. The average

TOOL LIFE COMPARISON, PART # 250265.2 INOX 4C27A
Service life in %
100%
148%

uses the index assembly to precisely tune

0

MOTOREX
ORTHO TX

2,113 units

Standard
cutting fluid

1,428 units

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Service life in units

diameter of the tips of the
balance shaft is 7/100 mm –

Your MOTOREX regional representative or Technical

barely more than the diameter

Customer Service will be glad to provide more infor

of a human hair!

mation on ORTHO cutting fluids and how they can help
you optimize your processes. •

This has led to the development of a shock absorber sys-

www.acrotec.ch

tem that fulfils several functions at once:

www.kif-parechoc.ch
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Emergency response
vehicles generally have
automatic transmissions to make driving
easier and safer.
Transmission and ATF
alike need to operate
at full capacity at
a moment’s notice.

Photo: Fire Department Berne

PRACTICE

When the alarm goes off in Berne’s Fire Department, a lightning-quick response by man and machine
is essential.

QUICK SHIFT
With alarm response times of two minutes or less,

MOTOREX ATF TP

every second counts for Berne’s Fire Department. Fires

ATF TP is the best choice of transmission fluid for a

tend to develop exponentially. When a “small fire” is

mixed vehicle fleet featuring 50 or so different kinds of

extinguished, it means the responders arrived quickly.

equipment, cars and fire engines. Specially developed
for service vehicles and buses, the high-performance

KICKDOWN ON THE FIRE ENGINE

ATF has a very wide range of applications and offers the

Markus Remund, firefighter and chief mechanic, waits

following benefits:

with the vehicle in “drive” for the light to turn green.

• Excellent protection against wear and corrosion

Then comes the kickdown that gets the 18-tonne water

• Extremely high shear stability

tender moving. First gear – second – third, brake – an-

• Very aging-resistant and thermostable

other kickdown … The automatic transmission is right in

• Allows long service intervals

the center of the action, expected to work – and shift –

• Keeps oil circuit clean

smoothly at all times, especially during an emergency.

• Enhances smooth shifting.

It’s filled with MOTOREX ATF TP high-performance auto-

TP PERFORMANCE FORMULA

matic transmission fluid (ATF).

ATF TP’s strength is a very high viscosity index (VI) of 180,
which guarantees an optimum viscosity curve over an
extremely wide temperature range. This value has a major impact on the all-important lightning-quick engage-

ATF TP SPECIFICATIONS

Safety + Performance:
MAN 339 Type Z-3; Volvo 97341;
Allison TES-389, TES-295

Photo: ZF

DEXRON III H; MAN 339 Type V-2,
MAN 339 Type Z-2;
MB Approval 236.6;
Voith H55.6335.3x, H55.6336.3x;
Mercon V; Allison C-4
ZF TE-ML-04D, 05L,
09, 14B, 16L, 17C

ment of the automatic transmission. A special additive
package gives ATF TP its exceptional friction curve, which
is highly valued by pros who use torque converter clutches,
for example for precision starts. Retarders are often also
incorporated into the transmission fluid circuit. Energy is
kinematically destroyed to brake the vehicle.
At the Berne Fire Department, steering assemblies and
other components in vehicles ranging from forklifts to
water tenders, are also filled with high-performance
ATF TP. The staff who maintain the vehicle and machine
fleet know why. • www.berufsfeuerwehr-bern.ch
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Photo: Marti AG/AXPO AG

ALPINE

In partnership with cableway manufacturer
GARAVENTA, MOTOREX
successfully developed
and tested its ALPINE COREX
POLAR S 370 multigrade
special-purpose hydraulic oil.
Track rope brakes are exposed to extreme temperature fluctuations –
as is the hydraulic fluid that keeps them working reliably.

JUST PERFECT: ALPINE COREX POLAR
For GARAVENTA’s engineers, lubrication is a key disci-

fluid’s service life. ALPINE COREX POLAR offers a number

pline in developing, operating, maintaining and over-

of key benefits:

hauling all types of cableways. As a lubricant specialist,

• Outstanding demulsibility

MOTOREX knows the subject from top to bottom. What

• Exceptionally high shear stability

the customer needed was support and technical advice,

• Extremely flat viscosity-temperature response

not just an assortment of a few standard products.

• Very low pour point

MOTOREX’s service mindset and high quality won over

• High oxidation and aging resistance

the engineers at GARAVENTA (Doppelmayr Group) to

• Effective protection against corrosion and

such an extent that they specified ALPINE COREX POLAR
as the new standard oil for all installations.

deterioration during storage
• Compatible with standard commercial gaskets,
O-rings and paints

A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
GARAVENTA AG has been using MOTOREX hydraulic oils

LONG-TERM TEST PASSED

for some time. Thus newly developed ALPINE COREX

Following the successful completion of long-term testing

POLAR, which is available in two viscosities, is based on

by the cableway manufacturer, ALPINE COREX POLAR

the extensive practical experience possessed by GARA-

will now be progressively rolled out to GARAVENTA

VENTA’s Engineering Service team and MOTOREX’s tri

customers, where it will be used in accordance with

bology specialists. The objective was to create the most
versatile possible hydraulic fluid that would guarantee
top safety performance over an extremely wide range
of temperatures.

“ALPINE COREX POLAR multigrade hydraulic oil gives our customers
the perfect product for several areas at once.”
Erich Zuber, hydraulics project engineer, Garaventa AG

THE NEW GENERATION

the regulations in a wide range of s ervice and emer-

ALPINE COREX POLAR S 320 and S 370 hydraulic oils

gency brakes, hydraulic tensioning cylinders, standby

embody the new generation of high-performance multi-

drives, etc. • www.garaventa.com

grade hydraulic oils for alpine infrastructure. The special
blend of pressure fluids is built on high-quality base
oils. A precisely tuned zinc- and silicon-free additive
package ensures top operating safety throughout the
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 101
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SPECIFICATIONS
HVLP as per DIN 51524/T3 and HV as per ISO 6743/4
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BOX
It’s hard to miss the pacifier attached to the forestry serv
ice uniform worn by 3½-year-old Alyssia. The unique
accessory is not the result of some new EU safety directive, but rather a clue to what Alyssia and her father
Antonio from Neuchâtel get up to in their spare time.
The photo was taken while the pair were felling trees on
the lot where a new home for Alyssia and her family
will soon stand. Fortunately, her father, a repair shop
boss by occupation, is handy enough to get quite a few

FORESTRY
WITH PACIFIER
things done on his own. What matters to Alyssia is that,
whether she’s cutting down trees with Dad, baking
cakes with Mom or playing hide-and-seek with both,
there’s always plenty going on. •

DID YOU KNOW THAT KITZBÜHEL …
… likely owes its fame as a winter sports center to the Hahnen-

summer, Kitzbühel, which lies 95 kilometers east of the state

kamm ski race, which has been taking place since 1930. Each

capital of Innsbruck, holds visitors spellbound with the unique

year the event attracts up to 100,000 welcome guests. In the

atmosphere of events like the Austrian Tennis Open. The Municipal Maintenance Department with its staff of 38 and their vehicles keeps Kitzbühel ship-shape all the year round. Whether
they’re clearing snow, tending the town’s green spaces, repairing
its roads or providing services for the many events, the Maintenance Department team always comes through. MOTOREX has
been supplying lubricants for the Maintenance Department’s
entire vehicle and machinery fleet since April 2012. Kitzbühel’s
“pros in orange” appreciate MOTOREX products’ high quality and
economy, which they have the opportunity to evaluate for themselves every day. The lubrication advice they get from their
MOTOREX regional representative is free of charge but highly valued. •
www.kitzbuehel.com

OTTOREX
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SOFTSHELL JACKET

WORKING TROUSERS

Unisex softshell jacket anthracite, athletic-cut, water and wind
resistant, breathable. Ultra soft and light, with added stretch.
84% polyester / 16% polyurethane. With elastic cuffs, sleeve pocket, one left-hand breast pocket, two outer pockets,
collar with elastic drawcord. MOTOREX Logo on right side
of the chest.

Working trousers anthracite in material class «comfortable
and strong» (275 g/m2). Fabric with smooth, pleasant feel.
60% cotton / 40% polyester. Large leg pocket with compartment for tape measure and separate pocket with concealed
press stud. Denim style details such as a jeans back yoke.
Cordura knee patches. Extremely hard-wearing fabric trim made
from polyamide. Tear-proof and stain-resistant.

Available sizes: S–XXL

© drubig-photo

EUR 79.–

incl. 20% VAT (65.83 € excl.)

Available Sizes: 42–62

EUR 49.–

incl. 20% VAT (40.83 € excl.)

Visit our online shop at www.motorex.com/boutique. Here you can also find additional highlights
from the MOTOREX collection. Whether sporty or stylish – the choice is yours.
You can order items from this page using the order form in the middle of the catalogue
or through our online shop at www.motorex.com/boutique.
MOTOREX MAGAZINE 101 I APRIL 2014
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HE LEAVES NOTHING TO
CHANCE BECAUSE NOBODY
WINS BY CHANCE.

Tom Lüthi, world-class Moto2 rider.

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
When you’re riding up front and aiming to win, you can leave nothing to chance. Race-winning performance
on the track is only possible when everything is right. Tom Lüthi, world-class Moto2 rider and multiple GP
winner, demands the highest quality down to the tiniest detail. “The guy at the head of the pack is the guy who
can – and does – ride really fast: the guy who can focus on that and only that.” Total lack of compromise – it’s
something MOTOREX also stands for. And why we are precisely the right partner for Tom Lüthi. Find out more
about how our oils are helping companies from a wide range of industries reap success: www.motorex.ch

